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Abstract. The AMMA (African Monsoon Multidisciplinary
Analysis) program is dedicated to providing a better understanding of the West African monsoon and its influence on
the physical, chemical and biological environment regionally and globally, as well as relating variability of this monsoon system to issues of health, water resources, food security and demography for West African nations. Within this
framework, an intensive field campaign took place during
the summer of 2006 to better document specific processes
and weather systems at various key stages of this monsoon
season. This campaign was embedded within a longer observation period that documented the annual cycle of surface
and atmospheric conditions between 2005 and 2007. The
present paper provides a large and regional scale overview
of the 2006 summer monsoon season, that includes consideration of of the convective activity, mean atmospheric circu-

lation and synoptic/intraseasonal weather systems, oceanic
and land surface conditions, continental hydrology, dust concentration and ozone distribution. The 2006 African summer monsoon was a near-normal rainy season except for a
large-scale rainfall excess north of 15◦ N. This monsoon season was also characterized by a 10-day delayed onset compared to climatology, with convection becoming developed
only after 10 July. This onset delay impacted the continental hydrology, soil moisture and vegetation dynamics as well
as dust emission. More details of some less-well-known atmospheric features in the African monsoon at intraseasonal
and synoptic scales are provided in order to promote future
research in these areas.
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Introduction

The AMMA (African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis)
program aims at enhancing our understanding of the West
African monsoon and its underlying physical, chemical and
biological processes. This enhanced knowledge of the processes involved in the establishment and variability of the
monsoon will be used to improve our capacity to predict it
and evaluate the impacts on land-productivity, management
of water resources and public health. The objective is to
provide societies in Africa with improved tools to manage
their dependence on environmental conditions. In the framework of AMMA a dense observational network was established both as routine and campaign-based facilities. The
aim of these observations was to provide a complete picture
of the physical, chemical and biological processes over the
ocean, the continent and in the atmosphere. The base network was established over the years leading up to the special observing period in the summer of 2006 and covered
surface states and surface flux monitoring in a number of
catchments over the climatic gradient of the region. The
upper-air sounding network was upgraded and enhanced to
improve the data available for operational weather forecasting. During 2006 AMMA supported a large field campaign
(Special Observations Period; SOP) to cover the dry season
(January–February; SOP0), the monsoon onset (1 June–15
July; SOP1), the peak of the monsoon (15 July–15 September; SOP2) and the late monsoon (15–30 September; SOP3).
The enhancements to the observing system in 2006 included
balloon borne instruments, 2 doppler weather radars in Benin
and Niger, a lightning network over northern Benin, 3 research ships in the Atlantic and 6 research aircraft stationed
in Niamey, Ouagadougou and Cape Verde. Many of the
“peak of the monsoon” observations were dedicated to the
intense mesoscale convective systems which are generated
in the region and travel to the West. Their impact on the circulation in the troposphere and lower stratosphere, the water
cycle and the transport of trace gases and aerosols has been
observed at different stages of the life cycle of these systems.
An overview of the 2006 summer monsoon season at large
and regional scales is presented here covering the topics of
the atmospheric dynamics and its links with the evolution of
sea surface temperatures in the tropical Atlantic, the activity
of the mesoscale convective systems and the synoptic scale
weather systems, the continental hydrological cycle, the soil
moisture conditions and the evolution of the vegetation cover,
atmospheric chemistry and the Saharan aerosols content in
the atmosphere. More details on some little-known atmospheric features in the African monsoon at intraseasonal and
synoptic scales are provided in order to promote future research in these areas and because these timescales are particularly relevant for end-users like farmers. These preliminary
results will be more extensively investigated in future papers.
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2.1

Interannual variability
Precipitation and convection

Figure 1a shows the anomalous May–September 2006 rainfall field north of 10◦ N with respect to the 2001–2005 average and Fig. 1b displays the corresponding standardized
May–September Sahelian rainfall anomaly index relative to
the long-term period 1905–2006. The two horizontal red
lines in Fig. 1a delineate the Sahel area approximately between the 200 and 500 mm average isohyets, and the vertical red line separates the west from the east of Sahel. With
respect to the 2001–2005 average, in 2006 the Sahel was
a bit drier over its southern part and much wetter over its
northern part, which leads to a regional index value near
the 2001–2005 average (see Fig. 1b). The year 2006 is in
the recent rainfall recovery period following the long-term
drought, which began in 1968 and reached its lowest rainfall
amount in 1984. Since 1985 summer precipitation anomalies have been still negative but closer to the long-term mean.
However the east and the west of Sahel rainfall anomaly time
series are not so similar especially after 1987 where western Sahel rainfall anomalies are always negative while eastern Sahel rainfall anomalies are either negative or positive
(not shown). This is the case in summer 2006 where western
anomalies are negative and eastern anomalies positive.
Another way to document the interannual variability of
the convective activity over West Africa is to consider the
anomaly field of out-going longwave radiation (OLR; Liebmann and Smith, 1996). Figure 2 displays these data for
July–September 2006 relative to the period 1990–2005. A
meridional dipole pattern is evident with lower (higher) values north (south) of 12◦ N consistent with an anomalous
northward location of the ITCZ relative to the 1990–2005
average around 10◦ N, and the rainfall anomaly pattern presented in Fig. 1. This is associated with positive sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the tropical Atlantic
(see below) with no significant and persistent SST anomalies
present in other basins. Thus, while globally the seasonal
rainfall over the Sahel was not far from the average of recent
years, (see Fig. 1b), the latitudinal gradient which is a main
feature of the average rain field was smoothed out due to the
large-scale rainfall excess of more than 60% north of 15◦ N
(see Fig. 1a).
2.2

Monthly atmospheric fields over Africa

Figures 3 to 5 show the 1979–1999 averaged wind fields
at 925 hPa, 600 hPa and 200 hPa in June, July, August and
September, together with the same fields for 2006. At
925 hPa (Fig. 3 left) the black line over West Africa represents the zero-isoline of the zonal component to delineate the domain of the monsoon winds (i.e. westerly component). Over the northern Sahel this isoline characterizes
the location of the Inter-Tropical Discontinuity (ITD) which
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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sures of the Saharan heat low centred along the ITD and the
oceanic high pressures of the Santa Helena anticyclone. The
Harmattan winds are controlled by the pressure gradient between the Saharan heat low and the Libyan and Azores anticyclones. In June the ITCZ is centred over the southern
coast of West Africa, south of 10◦ N and corresponds to the
last part of the first rainy season over the Guinea coast region (see below). At this stage the spatial extension of the
monsoon winds is limited and the ITD is positioned between
15◦ N and 20◦ N with its northernmost latitude between 0◦ W
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

lantic between 5 N and 15 N, the ITD reaching 20 N, its
northernmost latitude. The westerly wind speed increases
over West Africa. In August the monsoon is fully developed consistent with the highest pressures in the southern
tropical Atlantic and the northernmost location of the Saharan heat low over land. The ITCZ is still around 10◦ N but
with increased precipitation. The westerly wind area has its
largest extension, especially over the northern tropical Atlantic where westerly moisture advection inland reaches its
seasonal maximum. In September the westerly wind area
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b. The corresponding May-September Sahelian rainfall index, expressed in normalized
anomalies, is computed from 1905 to 2006 by averaging rainfall data between the two
horizontal
red lines. Source of the
data: AGRHYMET.
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does not change significantly but the westerly wind speed decreases drastically. This is the last part of the fully-developed
monsoon season. In 2006 (Fig. 3 right) compared to the climatological mean described above, the monsoon activity was
less developed in June, had a similar extension in July and
had a stronger westerly wind field in August and September with an increased westward extension over the northern
tropical Atlantic.
The 600 hPa level (Fig. 4 left) is the level of the heart of the
African easterly Jet (AEJ) which is embedded in the southern part of the high pressure cell of the Libyan anticyclone
located above the Saharan heat low. The AEJ maintenance
is mainly controlled by the low/mid-levels transverse circulation induced by the heat low (Thorncroft and Blackburn,
1999). This circulation, as well as the AEJ, has its highest intensity and spatial extension in June before the monsoon onset (Sultan and Janicot, 2003). The core of the jet is located
between 5◦ N–10◦ N and 10◦ W–10◦ E with a mean highest
speed of 14 m s−1 . In July and August the AEJ moves to
the north, and is oriented along a southeast-northwest axis
around 15◦ N over the western coast of West Africa. Its core
speed at this time decreases to 10 m s−1 . It retreats southward in September and its speed increases to 12 m s−1 . Another core is noticeable south of the equator in September independent of the AEJ and has been described previously by
Grist and Nicholson (2001). In 2006 (Fig. 4 right) the AEJ
had a larger extension in June but with a weaker core. Its
speed was higher also in July west of 0◦ W and weaker than
the mean east of 0◦ W. It was stronger in August and well
marked along its whole structure. In September it was still
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

well coherent and located slightly northward with respect to
the mean. The southern core over Central Africa was also
stronger from July to September and more extended over the
ocean than the mean field.
34
At 200 hPa (Fig. 5 left) the high-level anticyclonic structure, which is the sign of the Indian and African monsoons induces an easterly wind field on its southern flank with a core
speed greater than 20 m s−1 centred over the Indian Ocean.
This jet, the Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ), enhances in July and
August in parallel with the monsoon activity. In particular
its westward extension over Africa is reactivated and a maximum of 14 m s−1 is evident between 10◦ W and 30◦ W. It
decreases significantly in September over its whole domain.
In 2006 (Fig. 5 right) the TEJ was weaker over the Indian
sector during the whole summer compared to the mean (the
Indian monsoon was a bit more active over northeastern India but a bit weaker over central India and highly weaker
over the equatorial Indian ocean and Indonesia compared to
the 1979–1999 mean; not shown). Over West Africa, after a
period of weaker wind speeds in June, the TEJ extended further to the west in July and displayed higher speeds in August
and September, consistently with a bit higher active monsoon
season compared to the 1979–1999 mean (not shown).
It is worth noticing that during the summer of 2006 there
was a notable increase in the amount of launched radiosondes
(Parker et al., 2008) at a rate not seen since the GATE field
campaign in 1974 and the WAMEX campaign in 1979. A
high number of them were transmitted to the GTS and were
assimilated at NCEP. It is possible that these additional data
influence the comparisons made here between 2006 and the
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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Fig. 4. Left: 1979–1999 averaged zonal wind fields at 600 hPa, in June, July, August, September from NCEP. Right: Same wind fields but
for 2006. Shaded areas for easterly wind component higher than 8 ms−1 .

Figure 4. Left. 1979-1999 averaged zonal wind fields at 600 hPa, in June, July, August,
September from NCEP. Right. Same wind fields but for 2006. Shaded areas for easterly wind
climatology, some of the anomalies-1being due to better analWest Africa. During the 1968–2005 period, the mean date
component
higher than 8 ms .
yses than before and not “real” anomalies.
of the monsoon onset was 24 June with a standard deviation
of 8 days.
3
3.1

The annual cycle and the monsoon onset
The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone

The onset stage of the African summer monsoon is linked to
an abrupt latitudinal shift of the ITCZ from a quasi-stationary
location at 5◦ N in May–June to a second quasi-stationary
location at 10◦ N in July–August. This stage corresponds
to major changes in the atmospheric circulation over West
Africa linked to the full development of the summer monsoon system (Sultan and Janicot, 2003). This abrupt shift
occurs mostly between 10◦ W and 5◦ E where a meridional
land-sea contrast exists and it is also generally characterized
by a temporary decrease of convection over the whole of
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

Figure 6 depicts the latitude-time cross-section of the OLR
field in 2006 averaged between 10◦ W and 10◦ E and with
a moving average of ±3 days to filter the high-frequency
fluctuations. Only values weaker than 230 W m−2 are displayed to focus on the high convective activity in the ITCZ.
After rather weak convective activity in winter, the first rainy
season over the Guinean Coast (the coast line is located at
5◦ N) begins around mid-April with an intensification of convective activity during the second half of April and most of
May. This was followed by a temporary weakening around
the end of May and a recovery of convective activity in the
first half of June. Convection weakens again from approximately 25 June to 10 July, which corresponds to the typical
transition phase of the monsoon onset (Sultan and Janicot,
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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Fig. 5. Left: 1979–1999 averaged zonal wind fields at 200 hPa, in June, July, August, September from NCEP. Right: Same wind fields but
for 2006. Shaded areas for easterly wind component higher than 8 ms−1 .

Figure 5. Left. 1979-1999 averaged zonal wind fields at 200 hPa, in June, July, August,
September from NCEP. Right. Same wind fields but for 2006. Shaded areas for easterly wind
2003), followed by the installation of-1the monsoon and conIn order to monitor operationally the seasonal progression
component
higher
than
8 mswith. the centre of grav- towards the onset stage of the African monsoon, an Onset
vection over the
Sahelian
latitudes
ity of the ITCZ located between 10◦ N and 12◦ N during the
whole summer. This transition phase is centred on 3 July, ten
days after the mean onset date, and corresponds to a cumulative probability of occurrence of 10% (i.e. 10% on the onsets
occurred on and after 3 July.

www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

Index (OI) has been defined to detect the northward migration of the ITCZ from the Guinean Coast to the Sahelian latitudes. To do so, two standardized OLR indices have been
computed using a 5-day mean over 10◦ W–10◦ E: a Northern Index (NI) between 7.5◦ N and 20◦ N, and a Southern
Index (SI) between 0◦ N and 7.5◦ N. The OI is defined as the
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More detailed diagnostics of the June-September convective activity are presented in Fig. 8. Using an automatic
tracking algorithm (see Morel and Senesi, 2002) Tomasini
et al. (2006) have characterized the convective activity over
West Africa by providing a classification of the mesoscale
convective systems (MCS) whose surface reaches 5000 km2
at −40◦ C and based on their mean westward propagation
speed and their life duration greater than one hour. Their
classification results in four classes of MCS but here we
deal only with the fast-moving class (speed faster than
10 m s−1 ), which corresponds to the largest systems (typically 30 000 km2 ). Their tracks are mainly situated over
the Sahel band (10◦ N–15◦ N). This class coincides with the
MCS sub-population introduced by Mathon et al. (2002),
called Organized Convective Systems, accounting for 90%
of the total rainfall in the Central Sahel region. Figure 8
displays the 5-day average of the fast-moving MCS track
◦
Figure 6.Fig.
Time-latitude
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innumbers
2006. A per day detected over the Sahelian area 11 N–
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of
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tion
of
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◦
−2
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the dashed line the 2006 evolution. In accordance with the
previous figures the fast-moving MCS activity in 2006 over
difference between the NI and SI. It is presented in Fig. 7
the Sahel began with a 10-day delay with respect to the 1996–
with a reversed sign in order to be interpreted as a rainfall
2006 mean: the track number in 2006 increased markedly afsignal (positive values when the ITCZ is at its northern loter 5 July instead of 25 June for the 1996–2006 mean. After
cation and vice-versa). The onset date probability function
the 10 July the track number was higher than the mean until
is represented by the shaded vertical bars in Fig. 7, the more
mid-August and again from 25 August to the end of Septemprobable onset dates corresponding to the higher density of
ber, showing a slightly higher than normal overall convective
the shading. These x-axis labels are expressed in pentads
activity in July–September 2006.
from the beginning of the year. The black line depicts the
mean index over the period 1979–2000 and the thin line the
3.2 Daily atmospheric fields over West Africa
index in 2006. The curve of the mean index shows a smooth
transition from negative values (when the ITCZ is located
Other diagnostics of the monsoon activity from the NCEP
over the Guinean Coast) to positive values (when the ITCZ is
operational analyses have been produced for the summer of
Figure 7. Time series of the 5-day monsoon index (see text for more details). The black (grey)
located
the Sahelian
for (the
a rapid
2006bars
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theover
averaged
index overlatitudes)
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onset date of 24 June). The curve for 2006 shows an evotwo panels in Fig. 9. The above panel displays the averaged
lution similar to the mean except it is noisier. The index first
10◦ W–10◦ E time-latitude evolution of the pressure level of
peaks with a positive value during pentad 29 (that is 20–25
the top of the monsoon layer (hPa) estimated by the level
May) but retreats quickly to negative values. This event bewhere the mean zonal wind component equals zero from
ing short and located outside of the onset occurrence probawesterly winds below to easterly winds above. The secbility period (represented by the vertical bars) can be considond panel displays the time-latitude evolution of the 925 hPa
ered as a bogus onset. It can be seen in Fig. 6 as a temporary
zonal 38
wind averaged between 25◦ W–15◦ W. After a temponorthward extension of the ITCZ during the second half of
rary increase at the beginning of June, both diagrams show
May. The causes of this bogus onset will be analyzed in a
an abrupt enhancement of the monsoon at the end of June.
later paper. The onset index reached positive values again
The depth of the layer of westerly winds increased over the
during pentad 35 (19–23 June) and remained weak until penwhole of West Africa at the same time that westerly winds
tad 38 (5–9 July) when it increased drastically. Based on this
off the coast of West Africa along 10◦ N were enhancing too.
analysis we can note that the convective activity over the SaThis evolution is typical of the beginning of the monsoon
hel begins around 10 July at the regional scale, that is, with
onset over West Africa (Sultan and Janicot, 2003). Other
a mean delay of 10 days relative to the mean installation of
monitored NCEP low-levels wind fields over West Africa
the African summer monsoon. The index remained anoma(zonal wind component, relative vorticity and convection in
lously high during the late summer period consistent with the
the Saharan heat low, latitude of the ITD) show a similar timslighty higher than average convective activity then.
ing consistent with a northward progression of the monsoon
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008
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Figure 6. Time-latitude cross-section of the OLR field averaged on 10°W-10°E in 2006. A
moving average on +/-3 days have been applied to smooth the signal. The coastline is located
approximately at 5°N. Only values lower than 230 Wm-2 are shaded.
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Figure 8. Five-day average of C3+C4 MCS tracks numbers per day detected over the Sahelian
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black lines represent the evolution of the mean 1996-2006 track numbers as well as the
evolution for the mean plus and minus one standard deviation, and the dashed line the 2006 evolution. The x-axis labels are expressed in
evolution
days from
1 June. for the mean plus and minus one standard deviation, and the dashed line the 2006

evolution. The x-axis labels are expressed in days from June 1st.

beginning at the end of June (not shown). However we have
seen that the deep convection did not begin to increase significantly before the 5 July, with a delay of about 10 days
relative to the mean, and was fully developed around 20 July.

www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

Considering all the elements presented here, we conclude
that the dynamical monsoon onset occurred around 25 June
(near the mean date) while the transition period characterized by an overall weakening of convection over West Africa

Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

lack lines represent the evolution of the mean 1996-2006 track numbers as well as th
volution for the mean plus and minus one standard deviation, and the dashed line the 200
volution.2578
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day delay with respect to the mean. A hypothesis for such
a long period of weak convective activity after the monsoon
onset will be given in a following section.

Various in situ atmospheric observations are available for
the summer of 2006 over West Africa. First the variability
of the vertically integrated atmospheric water vapour content was observed by six AMMA Global Positioning System (GPS) sites along two meridional transects over West
Africa. One transect consisted of Gao (16.3◦ N–0◦ E; Mali)
– Niamey (13.5◦ N–2.2◦ E, Niger) – Djougou (9.7◦ N–1.7◦ E;
Benin) (Bock et al., 2007). Each ground-based GPS receiver collected microwave signals transmitted from 8–10
GPS satellites in view. The processing of these signals allows the retrieval of ZTD (zenith tropospheric delay) parameters at 1-h intervals, and in all weather conditions. PreAnn. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

et al., 1992). Figure 10 displays the evolution of the water
vapour content at the three stations. Red arrows indicate the
onset of the first rainy season along the Guinean Coast and
green arrows the onset of the summer rainy season over the
Sahel. These curves show the step-by-step progression of
the water vapour content from winter to summer 2006. The
onset of the first rainy season along the Guinean Coast is detected by an abrupt increase of the atmospheric moisture content during the second half of April preceded by a minimum
around 10 April when the convective activity was very weak.
More to the north at Niamey and Gao this onset is detectable
through a peak of the moisture content during the second
half of April. This onset may be linked to the southward
intrusion of low-level westerly winds from 30◦ N to 5◦ N
as seen in Fig. 9 (top). This intrusion was associated with
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Fig. 10. Integrated atmospheric water vapour content estimated from GPS observations and analysed from ECMWF operational model at

◦ N–0◦ E; Mali), (middle) Niamey (13.5◦ N–2.2◦ E, Niger) and (bottom) Djougou (9.7◦ N–1.7◦ E; Benin) in 2006 (see their
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Figure
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to abnormal south-westerly winds from the Guinean Coast
to the eastern Mediterranean coast and inland moisture advection increase (not shown). From mid-May to the end of
June the atmospheric moisture content was rather invariant.
It increased again at the end of June consistent with the dynamical monsoon onset at this time. This increase is very
clear in the Sahel (Niamey and Gao) (Fig. 10). At these latitudes the monsoon onset is associated with a northward displacement of the humidity isolines, consistent with the water
vapour content increasing locally. It is less clear in the south
at Djougou where the water vapour content does not vary so
much. We can notice here that while the depth of the layer
of westerly winds increased after the monsoon onset along
the Guinean Coast (Fig. 9), the vertically integrated moisture
amount stays rather constant.
The daily location of the ITD was monitored on a daily basis by the forecasters at the African Centre of Meteorological
Applications for Development (ACMAD) during the summer of 2006. Their analysis was drawn subjectively based on
the confluence line at the surface between southerly (monsoon humid air) and northerly (dry Harmattan) trade winds,
along with associated strong contrasts in dew point temperature or relative humidity for central and eastern regions, and
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

of the ITD (Fig. 11) is consistent with the GPS evolution during this period. The rapid northward displacement of the ITD
(black lines) from 18◦ N to 22◦ N is very clear from the end
of June and during the whole of July. An important feature
for the monsoon and ITD progression is the Saharan heat low.
Figure 12 shows the evolution of the Saharan heat low activity seen through the longitudinal and latitudinal location of
the near-surface temperature maxima and the mean sea level
pressure values in the centre. Around the time of the monsoon onset (from 20 June to 10 July approximately) the air
temperatures were higher than 37◦ C. During this period the
maxima moved northwestward while the mean pressure in
the centre decreased from 1011 hPa to 1008 hPa. This evolution is consistent with the diagnostic analyses of the “canonical” monsoon onset scenario performed both with observations (Sultan and Janicot, 2003) and with regional model
simulations (Ramel et al., 2006). It is also consistent with
the real-time monitoring performed by the forecasters at ACMAD during summer 2006 (not shown). After the monsoon
onset, the heat low centre continued to move westward until
around 20 July while retreating temporary southward. Then
it moved northward again until the beginning of August when
the mean pressure in the centre reached its minimum value
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008
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Figure 10. Integrated atmospheric water vapour content estimated from GPS observations and
analysed from ECMWF operational model at (top) Gao (16.3°N-0°E; Mali), (middle) Niamey
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of 1006 hPa. After this the heat low filled-in and retreated
southeastward until the end of the monsoon season, except
for a temporary westward excursion at the end of August.
3.3

Sea surface temperatures

Okomura and Xie (2004) among others have shown the significant role of the Atlantic equatorial cold tongue in the
African monsoon annual cycle. The focus of the AMMA
field campaign was on the 2006 summer monsoon but it
also included an enhanced monitoring of the whole 2005–
2007 period. In particular two oceanographic campaigns
per year (in spring and fall) were carried out in the Gulf
of Guinea in the scientific framework of the French EGEE
project (Bourles et al., 2007). The annual cycles of the
African monsoon in 2005 and 2006 were very different both
in terms of convective activity and of oceanic conditions.
Figure 13 depicts the latitude-time cross-section of the OLR
field in 2005 for comparison with 2006 (Fig. 6). The evolution of the ITCZ between these two years was very different.
In 2005 the latitude of the ITCZ over West Africa was north
of its climatological mean by about 2◦ from mid-April to
mid-September. The summer monsoon also occurred early
in 2005, with an onset date of the 15 June approximately.
Convection was fully developed over the Sahel from about
5 July. The SST conditions were also markedly different in
these two years. Figure 14 (top) shows the SST pattern on
15 June 2005 and 2006. The contrast between the two years
is very clear since the equatorial cold tongue is well developed in 2005 with minima of 20◦ C while the cold tongue
is also distinguishable in 2006 but with warmer SST (minima at 24◦ C). In 2005 a strong tropical Atlantic dipole developed from April with a cooler than normal cold tongue
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

in the Gulf of Guinea by more than 40
2◦ C in monthly mean
and warmer SST in the northern tropical Atlantic by more
than 1◦ C (see http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/research/cmb/
sst analysis/images/archive/). In 2006 moderately positive
SST anomalies were present in June in the Gulf of Guinea
(around 1◦ C in monthly average but reaching 2◦ C in some
weeks) but no significant SST anomalies were present in
the following months. Differences in the timing of the SST
cooling in the Gulf of Guinea between 2005 and 2006 are
highlighted in the meridional profiles of SST between March
and August (Fig. 14 bottom). For instance there is a quasisuperposition of the SST profiles for May 2005 and June
2006 as well as for June 2005 and July 2006 showing an
approximate one-month lag of this cooling in 2006 relative
to 2005. While the profiles are similar in March for the two
years, the differences between the two profiles increased progressively from April to June, and decreased in July and August. This contrasting evolution of the SST fields in the Gulf
of Guinea could be linked to the delay in the monsoon development in 2006 compared to 2005 (between 10 and 15 days)
and this could involve some ocean-atmosphere interactions:
the enhanced meridional temperature contrast in 2005 would
accelerate the monsoon onset as well as the stronger monsoon winds would contribute to accelerate the cooling in the
Gulf of Guinea. Several papers (Lamb, 1978a, b; Fontaine
and Janicot, 1996, among others) showed that such an SST
anomaly pattern is favourable to a more northward location
of the ITCZ over West Africa.
3.4

Intraseasonal variability and monsoon onset

Matthews (2004), and Mounier and Janicot (2007) outlined
the impact of intraseasonal variability on the West African
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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Figure 13. Same
as13.
Fig.6
butasfor
Fig.
Same
Fig.2005
6 but for 2005.

maintained and the wave pattern had moved eastward (possibly linked to equatorial Kelvin wave dynamics, see Fig. 17).
Also, the subsidence area had moved from Central America
to Africa preventing the development of convective activity
in this domain. By the 10 July the MJO structure had disaggregated over the Indian and West Pacific sectors and the
velocity potential wave pattern had weakened. In particular the subsiding area over Africa had disappeared removing
the large-scale suppression of convection over Africa where
the low-levels fields were favourable for the monsoon development. Finally 20 July corresponded to the first peak of
the African monsoon activity (see Figs. 6 and 8). Figure 16
Figure 12. Top: Time-latitude diagram of NCEP daily temperature (°C) at the sigma level
0.995 averaged
the Time-latitude
longitudes 10°W-5°E.
Middle:
Time-longitude
diagram of NCEP displays the time-longitude diagram of 300 hPa temperature
Fig. 12. over
Top:
diagram
of NCEP
daily temperature
anomalies averaged between 10◦ S and 20◦ N and for shown
daily temperature
(°C)
at
the
sigma
level
0.995
averaged
over
the
latitudes
◦
( C) at the sigma level 0.995 averaged over the longitudes 17.5°N-32.5°N.
10◦ W–
Bottom:◦Time series of NCEP daily mean sea level pressure (hPa - 1000) at the sigma level between 1 June and 31 July 2006. A warm anomaly con5 E. Middle:
diagram of NCEP daily temperature
0.995 averaged
over the Time-longitude
domain 15°N-25°N/10°W-5°E.
sistent with large-scale subsidence was initiated over the In(◦ C) at the sigma level 0.995 averaged over the latitudes 17.5◦ N–
32.5◦ N. Bottom: Time series of NCEP daily mean sea level pres- 41 dian sector around the 20 June and propagated both eastward
sure (hPa–1000) at the sigma level 0.995 averaged over the domain
and westward towards the Africa – tropical Atlantic domain
15◦ N–25◦ N/10◦ W–5◦ E.
which is reached at the end of June. This signal was present
for about 20 days and disaggregated around mid-July in connection with the disappearance of the MJO forcing in the Indian sector. This signal is very similar to the one highlighted
monsoon, and especially at the 40-day timescale linked to
by Matthews (2004) in his composite analysis of 40-day conMJO (Madden-Julian Oscillation) activity in the Indian and
vection variability over Africa linked to MJO-type convecWest Pacific sectors. Such an MJO event occurred in 2006
Figure 14. Upper
: SST from OSISAF (http://www.osi-saf.org/index.php) on 1
tive left
activity.
during the monsoon onset and could have contributed
to
its
2005. Upper right : SST from OSISAF on 15th June 2006. Bottom : Meridional cros
17 depicts
a similar
time-longitude
but to August
delay. Figure 15 depicts the combined OLR fieldsof(shaded)
monthly SST Figure
from OSISAF
averaged
between
4°W-4°E diagram
from March
computed
on
the
200
hPa
velocity
potential
anomaly
field
and 200 hPa NCEP velocity potential anomaly fields
on
the
and 2006. The domain where these data have been
taken is indicated inavthe upper figu
25 June, 1, 10 and 19 July 2006. On 25 June convective
eraged for the latitudinal range 5◦ S–15◦ N from March to
November 2006. A regular eastward propagation of positive
activity is enhanced over the Indian and the West Pacific secand negative anomalies is very clear with a mean periodictors with a pattern that resembles those associated with MJO
ity of about 40–50 days, consistent with the expected upperevents. It is characterised by a wave-number one anomaly
level equatorial-wave dynamics associated with MJO activpattern in the velocity potential with upper-level large-scale
ity. These dynamical structures were only weakly coherent
divergence in this sector and convergence over the central
during March–April but they were enhanced between May
and eastern Pacific. By the 1 July the convective activity was
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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Figure 13. Same as Fig.6 but for 2005
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and September when they probably contributed to the modulation of convective activity in West and Central Africa. In
particular, as seen on Fig. 15, positive anomalies consistent
with large-scale subsidence crossed the African sector at the
time of the monsoon onset at the end of June.
Intraseasonal variability of convection over West and Central Africa during summer has also been investigated at the
10–25-day time scale by Sultan et al. (2003), Mounier and
Janicot (2004), Mounier et al. (2008). An EOF analysis
showed evidence of two independent modes of convection,
dominant in the 10–25-day periodicity domain. The first
mode is characterized by a stationary and uniform modulation of convection within the African ITCZ, associated with
a modulation of the zonal low-level wind over the equatorial Atlantic and a zonal dipole of convection between Africa
and the north equatorial Atlantic off the coast of South AmerAnn. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

ica. The second mode highlights convective activity modulation over the Sahel within a westward propagating signal
from eastern Africa to the western tropical Atlantic. Figure 22 shows the intraseasonal variability of convection for
the summer of 2006, using filtered OLR data in the42
10–25day periodicity over the Guinean coast (white dot curve)
and over the Sahel domain (black dot curve), and in the
25–90-day periodicity over the Whole West Africa (no dot
curve). Positive/negative OLR values indicate weaker/higher
convective phase. The time series of the 25–90-day modulation of convection is consistent with the 200 hPa velocity potential time sequence of Fig. 17 showing enhanced
convection during the crossing of negative velocity potential anomaly signal and vice-versa. In particular the weaker
convective phases during the monsoon onset centered on 1
July and around mid-August are well-marked and alternate
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Figure 16. Time-longitude diagram of 300 hPa temperature anomalies (°C) averaged over
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with enhanced convective phases centered on 1 August and
around 5 September as seen in Fig. 6. On the other hand 10–
43
25-day periodicity modulation of the convection is also highFigure
lighted in Fig. 22 with amplitudes higher than 10 W m−2
, and17. Time-longitude diagram of 200 hPa velocity potential anomalies averaged on 5°Srelative to 1979-1999. Positive (negative) values are in black (grey) with isolines 1, 2, 4,
with uncorrelated fluctuations between the Sahel (black15°N
dots)
6,
8
and
10 106 m2.s-2.
and the Guinean coast (white dots) latitudes. TheyFigure
are con17. Time-longitude diagram of 200 hPa velocity potential anomalies averaged on 5°S
Fig. 17. Time-longitude diagram of 200 hPa velocity potential
sistent with the two main modes identified by the EOF
15°Nanalrelative to 1979-1999. Positive (negative)
values are in black (grey) with isolines 1, 2,
anomalies averaged on 5◦ S–15◦ N relative to 1979–1999. Positive
6
ysis performed in the previous papers. All these three
6, 8curves
and 10 10 m2.s-2.
(negative) values are in black (grey) with isolines 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and
help to interpret the OLR fluctuations seen in Fig. 6 in the
44
10×106 m2 s−2 .
northern summer and will be useful for future investigations.
4
4.1

Synoptic variability
African easterly waves

The AEJ supports the development of African easterly waves
(AEW), which represent the main synoptic-scale weather
systems in the African monsoon and downstream tropical Atwww.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

lantic during northern summer. AEWs are important systems
because of their association with daily rainfall over tropical
Africa (Reed et al., 1977) and because they can serve as precursors for tropical cyclones (Avila and Pasch, 1992). Despite their importance there are still fundamental gaps in our
understanding of the dynamics and evolution of these waves
as they move across Africa and the Atlantic including how
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008
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Fig. 18. Vertical and spatial distribution of the mean AEW activity, using wavelet analysis of the daily meridional wind, over the West Africa
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Figures 18 and 19 provide a brief overview of the AEW activity during summer 2006 over Africa. Following Lavaysse
et al. (2006), an index of the AEW activity has been computed using daily NCEP reanalysis. This index uses the
wavelet analysis, with the Morlet mother Wavelet (Torrence
and Compo, 1998) of the meridional wind component. The
daily 3–5 days spectral density has been summed in each
grid point and each pressure level independently. Figure 18
shows this AEW activity index averaged over West Africa
and the near Tropical Atlantic (longitudes 20◦ W–10◦ E)
in three domains (latitudes 15◦ N–20◦ N, 10◦ N–15◦ N and
5◦ N–10◦ N). The 1968–1990 June to October climatology is
also displayed (Fig. 18a, b, c) to compare with the AEW activity during the AMMA summer SOP (Fig. 18d, e, f). The
AEWs propagate along two axes, on each side of the AEJ. In
the southern part (around 5◦ N–10◦ N; Fig. 18c), the waves
are close to the jet and are associated with convection. In
the 1968–1990 climatology, these waves occur from June to
September with a maximum mainly during the second part of
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

summer SOP (Fig. 18f) three periods of intense wave activity
are detected, the longest being in the second part of the monsoon season between mid-August and mid-September. The
strongest wave activity occurs around the 10 September. In
the northern part of the AEJ (15◦ N–20◦ N; Fig. 18a), the altitude of the waves detection is lower than in the southern part,
between 925 hPa and 850 hPa (Diedhiou et al., 1999; Thorncroft and Hodges, 2000). In the climatology, their activity is
highest in July but present throughout the monsoon season.
During the SOP, low-level waves are detected early in the
season, in June (Fig. 18d). Later, the altitude of the waves
becomes very close to that of the AEWs in the southern domain. We find again high activity in mid-July and between
mid-August and mid-September at the AEJ level. The domain defined between 10◦ N to 15◦ N illustrates the transition
from the northern regime in June to the southern regime in
August and September. It shows that the Sahel is affected by
simultaneously the southern and northern axes of the AEW.

www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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Berry et al. (2007) have recently proposed an objective
method for tracking individual AEWs. AEW-troughs are diagnosed based on advection of curvature vorticity by the rotational flow. This diagnostic helps distinguishing the synoptic scale trough from embedded mesoscale features that often
contaminate the analysis. Figure 19 presents a Hovmoeller
diagram of the 700 hPa curvature vorticity averaged between
5◦ N–15◦ N, and based on the operational NCEP analysis. A
sequence of vorticity tracks can be seen on the diagram moving from east to west. The numbers mark the initial locations
of objectively analysed AEW-troughs, with red numbers denoting AEWs that were later associated with named tropical
cyclones in the tropical Atlantic. During the July–September
period, a total of 27 AEWs were objectively analysed (compared with 31 in 2004 and 28 in 2005). July was very different from the later months with six out of seven of the
first waves forming close to the longitude of Niamey or west
of it. In August the AEWs were initiated further east, between 10◦ E–20◦ E, but AEWs over Niamey were still weak.
Starting at the end of August and going into September the
Figure
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4.2

Kelvin waves

In addition to the well-known synoptic scale AEWs, Mounier
et al. (2007) have shown the existence of another synopticscale weather system over the Atlantic and Africa during
northern summer, the convectively coupled Kelvin waves.
Propagating eastward, many waves originate from the Pacific
sector, interact with deep convection of the marine ITCZ over
the Atlantic and the continental ITCZ over West and Central
Africa, then weaken over East Africa and the Indian Ocean.
These waves modulate the life cycle and track of individual
westward propagating convective systems. They typically
have a wavelength of 8000 km, a phase speed of 15 m s−1 ,
resulting in a periodicity centred on 6-7 days. When such a
wave is present over Africa its mean impact on rainfall and
convection is of the same level as for the African easterly
waves (not sure what you mean). Mekkonen et al. (2008)
also highlighted the presence and impact of Kelvin waves
over eastern Africa where their periodicity reduces to about
4 days.
Figure 20 shows a time-longitude diagram of daily OLR
anomalies based on 1979–2001 and averaged over 7.5◦ S–
7.5◦ N (shaded), and filtering of OLR (green ellipses for
equatorial Kelvin wave, black ellipses for equatorial Rossby
wave, blue ellipses for MJO signal) from May to October
2006. The blue arrows delineate three Kelvin wave occurrences crossing Africa in June. The impact of such waves
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

on convective activity over West Africa is shown in the right
panel. The modulation of rainfall amount through the GPCP
(Global precipitation Climatology Project; Adler et al., 2003)
rainfall estimate is shown on a time-latitude diagram. In June
the ITCZ was still along the Guinean Coast since the summer monsoon onset had not occurred yet. Three peaks of
high precipitation were detected between 1 and 18 June, corresponding to the crossing of the Kelvin waves. Mounier et
al. (2007) have shown that the impact of Kelvin waves has
a seasonal evolution and that it is stronger when the ITCZ
is closer to the equator since the interactions between convection and these equatorially-trapped waves are facilitated.
This is the case during the first rainy season over the Guinean
Coast in 2006.
4.3

Dry intrusions

Another important issue in the AMMA project is the study
of extra-tropical dry air intrusions. A product was setup during the SOP and dedicated to the monitoring and forecasting of such intrusions in the West African mid-troposphere.
These dry intrusions correspond to extra-tropical plumes of
dry air originating from the polar jet that subsequently subside slowly down to the mid level of the troposphere towards
the equatorial region (Roca et al., 2005a). Over the Sahel,
these dry filamentary structures interact with deep convection
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008
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the latitude of the last saturation of the
form of squall lines and fast moving long lived MCS (Roca
et al., 2005a). As a consequence these dry intrusions are
thought to contribute to the intraseasonal/synoptic variability
of precipitation in the region. To address these issues, a Lagrangian advection-condensation model (Pierrehumbert and
Roca, 1998) was used to compute the relative humidity and
to keep track of the origin of air masses. The model was
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

air masses were produced every 6 h at 0.5 degrees resolution
for the full summer 2006. The latitude of last saturation is a
key Lagrangian parameter. It is derived from the trajectory
analysis. The trajectories are computed back in time up to
12.5 days. The saturation history of the air mass is stored
for each trajectory. It corresponds to the time and location of
the coolest temperature along the trajectory during the retro
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

Figure
21. Top:
Time series
of the fraction of extra-tropical air over the 10°W-10°E 12.5°NS. Janicot et al.: Overview of the summer monsoon over West
Africa
during
AMMA
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17.5°N Sahelian box at 500 hPa. Bottom: Time series of the fraction of dry air (RH < 5%) at
500 hPa over the same box. See text for details.
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flight or, if applicable, to the location at which the trajectory was stopped due to deep convection. From this information, the last saturation time and location is readily computed. Two indices are derived from these integrations. The
areal fraction of dry air defined as relative humidity below
5% over a Sahelian box and the fraction of the trajectories
Figure 22. Time series of filtered OLR ITCZ indexes (10°W-10°E): 10-25-day
filtered OLR
that originate from a latitude greater than 40◦ N (Roca
et al.,
values averaged over 2.5°N-10°N (white dot curve) and over 12.5°N-17.5°N (black dot
curve);
25-90-day
filtered
OLRdocumentation
values averaged over of
2.5°N-17.5°N
(no dot curve). dry
Values
in
2005a)
to
support
the
extra-tropical
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trusion intraseasonal variability. Figure 21 shows the time
series of these indices for the summer 2006.
Nine dry intrusion events have been identified from the
combined objective analysis of the individual maps and of
47
the time series of the indices, and are reported in Fig. 21.
The duration of theses dry intrusion events is from 1 to 9
days. They occur at two main temporal scales during the season: a short intra-seasonal scale (10–20 days) and an MJOlike scale (40–50 days) (Roca and Deme, 2008). The latter
case corresponds rather well with the equatorial velocity potential anomalies seen in Fig. 17 and with positive 25–90day OLR anomalies in Fig. 22 (Events: 3,7 and 9 occurring,
respectively, at the beginning of July, mid-August and late
September) for which pan-west African dry intrusions occur.
The interactions between these equatorial perturbations and
the dry intrusion occurrences are currently unknown. The
shorter mode (Events: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8) is sometimes contemporaneous with positive 10–25-day OLR anomalies over
the Sahel (black dot curve in Fig. 22) or AEWs (Fig. 19) and
thus contributes to produce a dry mid-troposphere simultaneous with some lower level dynamical forcing of deep convection. The analysis of the relative impacts of the two forcing mechanisms on the precipitation variability will be further analyzed and reported elsewhere. Compared with the
last 20 years, the extra-tropical dry intrusion activity in 2006
were close to the climatology (Roca et al., 2005b) and were,
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

dot curve) and over 12.5◦ N–17.5◦ N (black dot curve); 25–90-day
filtered OLR values averaged over 2.5◦ N–17.5◦ N (no dot curve).
Values in W m−2 . Numbers 1 to 9 correspond to the dry intrusions
of Fig. 21.
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for instance, less frequent by about 50% than for 1992, a
very active year (Roca et al., 2005a). Note that 2006 is the
only year for which the two modes of variability of dry intrusions appeared so clearly. More detailed analysis of these
two types of events should help to clarify the role of the midtropospheric dry air onto the precipitation variability.

5
5.1

Land surface variability
Continental hydrology

The unusual seasonal evolution of the rainfall in 2006 had a
straightforward impact on the surface hydrology, especially
in the Sahel, both at local scale and at regional scale, as illustrated in Fig. 23. Over most of the Sahel, no significant
rain events were recorded until the second 10-day period of
July. Then, rain events occurred regularly, with intensities
consistently over the runoff threshold, resulting in a much
larger number of rain events producing runoff than in 2005
(Fig. 23a). On the intensively monitored local catchment of
Wankama (2 km2 ) 460 mm of rain was recorded in 2005 (in
the lower range of the 2005 rainfall over the Niamey mesosite, shown in Fig. 1) compared with 513 mm in 2006 (in
the middle range of the 2006 rainfall over the Niamey mesosite); the corresponding runoff, expressed in water depth, was
14.5 mm in 2005 (runoff coefficient = 3.2%) and 45 mm in
2006 (runoff coefficient = 8.2%).
At the regional scale, the annual average daily discharge of
the Niger River at Niamey did not vary much between 2005
(1006 m3 s−1 ) and 2006 (1015 m3 s−1 ) but the timing of the
hyetograph was markedly different, as shown in Fig. 23b.
Low waters persisted much later than usual, with the first
significant increase of the discharge occurring on the 10 July
as a local peak resulting from the first significant local rain
events in the Niamey region. This roughly means a delay of 1
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008
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Southern Mali, was observed during the last week of December, in agreement with the average climatology; again with
a larger value in 2006 (1770 m3 s−1 ) compared with 2005
(1680 m3 s−1 ).
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twice between 1929 and 1990. This results from two factors:
i) as can be seen in Fig. 1, the rainfall deficit of 2006 was
48 Basin than
larger over the South-Western part of the Niger
over its central and Eastern part, a situation that has been

www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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Fig. 24. Time-latitude diagram of 2006 (top) and 2006–2005 anomaly (bottom) of (left) surface soil moisture (% of m3 m−3 ) and (right)

Figure
24. Time-latitude
of of2006
(top)
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anomaly
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10◦ E. Regions
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cloudand
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are shown
in white on
the NDVI plot.
The x-axis
3 -3
labels
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in
days
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1
January.
surface soil moisture (% of m m ) and (right) NDVI, averaged between 10°W and 10°E.
Regions of persistent cloud contamination are shown in white on the NDVI plot. The x-axis
labels
expressed
in days
from
January
1st.
recurrentare
over
the past 15 years;
ii) due
to the
marked degraE (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer – Earth Obdation of the vegetation in the Northern part of the basin, the
runoff coefficients in this region have increased significantly
since the 1980s, an equivalent rainfall thus producing comparatively more runoff over the regions contributing to the
local peak flow of August than over the South Western regions contributing to the “Guinean” peak flow of December.
5.2

Soil moisture and vegetation

The unusual seasonal evolution of the rainfall in 2006 also
had a significant impact on the land surface conditions.
Figure 24 (top-left) shows time-latitude diagram of surface
moisture in 2006 and Fig. 24 (bottom-left) compares the surface soil moisture of 2006 with that of 2005. The soil moisture represents the first top 3 cm. It is derived from AMSRwww.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/

serving System) using the approach of Njoku (2004), averaged over 10 days. The AMSR-E soil moisture products
were calculated against field measurements over the Mali
site for 2005 and have been shown to significantly capture
the surface soil moisture dynamics with a correlation of 54%
at the yearly scale (Gruhier et al., 2008). Figure 24 clearly
shows that the latitude-time distribution of soil moisture over
the Sahel was drastically different in 2006 compared with
2005. Although both 2005 and 2006 are considered to be
close to average in terms of annual mean precipitation over
the Sahel, strong differences in terms of temporal dynamics
of precipitation have been reported. Figure 24 depicts a weak
negative anomaly of surface soil moisture (∼−1% m3 m−3 )
in 2006 over the Sahel until mid-July (Day of Year 195). This
anomaly is consistent with the later monsoon arrival in 2006
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008
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Table 1. Monthly mean net radiation (W m−2 ) at Agoufou (Mali,
15.2◦ N, 1.3◦ W), comparing 2004 (dry year), 2005 (normal rainfall
year) and 2006 (dry early monsoon, wet late monsoon). The shift
in Rnet between a low energy July and high energy August in 2006
illustrates the dynamic response of Sahelian land surface.
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large rainfall of the late 2006 monsoon season ensured above
Figure 24 (right panels) displays the Hovmoeller plot of the
average crops and livestock conditions in the Sahel, as opNDVI from SPOT-VGT for 2006 (top) together with the difposed to what happened in 2004 (CIILS, 2007).
ference between 2006 and 2005 (bottom). It depicts two very
distinct periods: By mid July, a strong negative anomaly had
developed between 12◦ N and 17◦ N, which was caused by
6 Saharan aerosols
the delay in the Sahelian rainfall in 2006. Starting in midJuly and peaking by the end of July, ample rainfalls triggered
The “Sahelian belt” is known as a region where mineral
the rapid growth of Sahelian grasses and crops, in such a way
dust content is among the highest in the world (Prospero
that the anomaly was reversed. A positive anomaly then ocet al., 2002). The implementation in the 1990s of several
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resentative data set to support analysis of the seasonal cycle
Such a strong intraseasonal variability of soil moisture
of the vertically integrated amount of aerosol over the Saheand vegetation conditions translates into important surface
lian region. From the measurements of the different stations
properties like the surface radiation and turbulent fluxes
located over West Africa, mineral dust is the main contributor
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Figure 25. Monthly mean aerosol optical thicknesses measured at 550 nm in Banizoumbou
(Niger, 13.31°N/2.66°E; see its location on Fig.1) from 2000 to 2005 and in 2006 (The
monthly means are computed from daily averages available on the AERONET web site
http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/; for the 2006 data set the errors bars represent the monthly
standard deviation; for the 2000-2005 average, the error bars represent the average monthly
West
Africa
during AMMA
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standard
deviation).
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son. At the Banizoumbou station (∼70 km northeast of NiBanizoumbou
amey), the measured AOTs exhibits a low spectral depenMBour
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dence induced by coarse particles, indicating the predominance of mineral dust. The monthly mean AOTs measured
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in 2006 have been compared to the mean monthly AOTs between 2000 and 2005 (Fig. 25). The mean 2000–2005 AOT
200
displays a typical seasonal cycle characterized by a maximum in the spring and especially in March, and a minimum
in the wet summer season. A secondary maximum is ob100
served in June before the rainy season and a secondary minimum is detected during the dry season in December. The
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◦ W; Cinzana,
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low AOTs measured in December. Even if dust emissions are
locationTransect
on Fig.1).(M’Bour,
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means 14.25
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daily mean
◦
◦
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13.28 available
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Wthe
and
Banizoumbou,
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13.31
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concentrations
AMMA
data base using
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active in the western part of the Sahara during summer (Maronly dust2006
transport
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sectors).
(see
their
location
on
Fig.
1).
(the
monthly
means
have
been
ticorena and Bergametti, 1996) the AOTs tend to be lower in
computed from the raw daily mean concentrations available on the
summer due to the wash out of dust particles by precipitaAMMA data base using on wind direction criterions to select only
tion. The monthly AOTs measured in 2006 follows a similar
50
dust transport wind sectors).
seasonal cycle to that of the 2000–2005 average but several
distinctive features can be highlighted. As confirmed by the
results from the Special Observing Period performed during
and Banizoumbou (Niger, 2.66◦ W), composing the so-called
the dry season (SOP0, January–February 2006), the aerosol
“Sahelian Dust Transect”. A selection of the 5 min raw data
content in winter was abnormally low compared to the prehas been examined using the wind direction as a criterion to
vious five years. In contrast to this, the mineral dust content
select sectors that can be only associated with mineral dust
in June was higher by a factor of 1.9 than the five year avertransport. The seasonal cycle of the monthly mean surface
age AOTs. At this time of the year, high AOTs can either be
concentration (Fig. 26) is comparable but more accentuated
due to Saharan dust transported in the Saharan Air Layer or
than the seasonal cycle of the AOTs. In Banizoumbou, for
to local dust emissions lifted by convective systems. Indeed
example, the ratio between the monthly surface concentramineral dust can be produced by local erosion during the
tions measured in March and in August is higher than 17,
passage of convective systems, for which the surface wind
while it is only 2 for the monthly mean AOTs. This can be exvelocity exceeds the erosion threshold. Local aeolian eroplained by the persistence of high altitude transport of Sahasion was continuously monitored at the Banizoumbou staran dust over the Sahel in the summer that cannot be recorded
tion from May to August. The occurrence of local erosion
by the surface level sampling. Future analysis of lidar meaevents can be compared to average occurrence of such events
surements should help address this issue. A similar seasonal
averaged over the period 1995–1998 (J. L. Rajot, personal
pattern of the surface concentrations is observed at the three
communication). The number of erosion events recorded in
stations, i.e. from Niger to Senegal with a gradient in the
2006 was similar to the average number of events recorded
monthly concentrations that tends to decrease from East to
between 1995 and 1998. It progressively increased from the
West. In summer, the concentrations are higher in Senegal
beginning of May until the second half of June due to the inthan in Niger and Mali, suggesting a high altitude transport
creased occurrence of convective systems and decreased until
of mineral dust emitted from the southwestern sources of the
the end of June because the soil moisture and the growing the
Sahara over the north tropical Atlantic ocean (Fig. 25).
vegetation tends to prevent or limit local aeolian erosion. In
The analysis of the mean daily concentration and the asso2006, the temporal distribution of local erosion events tended
ciated standard deviation reveals a huge variability from anto be shifted later in the wet season, suggesting a later inhibinual to daily timescales (Fig. 27). In Banizoumbou, the daily
tion of local dust emissions by soil moisture and vegetation.
concentration has a range that is over three orders of magniThis may reflect the observed 10-day delay in the occurrence
tude and exhibits a very high daily variability. The minimum
of fast-moving MCS activity in 2006 relative to the mean
daily concentrations in August can be as low as 10 µgm−3
1996–2006 convective activity.
while daily concentrations higher than 1 gm−3 have been
In addition to the AOTs and the wet and total aerosol depomeasured during the dry season in February, March and Desition, the surface concentration of particulate matter lower
cember but also at the beginning of the wet season in June
than 10 µm (PM10 ) was monitored at three stations located
(note that the limit for air quality control in Europe for PM10
in M’Bour (Senegal, 16.96◦ W), Cinzana (Mali, 5.93◦ W)
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(PM10) (red dots) and daily standard deviations (red bars) measured in Banizoumbou (Niger,
13.31°N/2.66°E; see its location on Fig.1) in 2006. The black dots represent the monthly
means and standard deviations. (Note that the daily mean concentrations have been computed
based on a selection of raw data using wind direction criterions to select only dust transport
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daily concentration is 50 µgm−3 ; this limit was exceeded for
51

more than 40% of the year 2006 in Banizoumbou). During
the dry season the daily standard deviation is lower or comparable to the daily mean concentration. In summer, and espe(CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx ) and volatile organic compounds
cially at the beginning of the wet season, the daily range can
(VOCs), as well as photochemical products (e.g. radicals
reach one or two orders of magnitude. Sudden and tremenspecies and oxygenated VOCs (OVOCs).
dous increases of the surface concentration are measured durPrevious in-situ observations in this region at this time of
ing the passage of convective systems that can be followed
year have been confined to the MOZAIC programme, which
by very low concentrations due to the wash out of the emitinvolved measurements on commercial aircraft flying in the
ted dust by the precipitation. Another feature distinguishing
upper troposphere (Sauvage et al., 2007), with vertical prothe dry and wet seasons is that the high concentration events
files as they descended and ascended into airports at Abidjan,
drytracks
season
generally
recorded
at French
two orFalcon
threeandofthe M55Ivory Coast and Lagos, Nigeria (Sauvage et al., 2005). The
Figurein
28.the
Flight
for theare
BAe-146,
the DLR
Falcon, the
th
st
between
July and 21
August highlighting
plotted as a function
of latitude and to
altitude
and coloured
the20sampling
stations,
the continental
regional
by the 03 concentration. Note that the ozone concentrations above 100 hPa are off the colourMOZAIC measurements have been limited to O3 , CO and toscale of up
theto Saharan
scale, extending
1700 ppb. dust transport events. In contrast to this,
tal odd nitrogen (NOy ). Otherwise measurements during the
the high daily concentrations measured in Banizoumbou are
dry season have been made around the Ivory Coast as part of
not phased with those measured in Cinzana or M’Bour, un51TROPOZ (December 1987, January 1991) (Jonquieres et al.,
derlining the local influence of the mesoscale convective sys1998) and DECAFE (January 1991) (Delmas et al., 1995),
tems on the local dust production and transport.
and from Niamey as part of AMMA DABEX (January and
7

Gas phase chemistry and large scale ozone
distribution

The AMMA 2006 summer monsoon field campaign also produced the first detailed, in-situ, characterisation of the tropospheric chemical composition over West Africa. Five research aircraft (three based in Niamey, Niger: NERC BAe146, CNRS Falcon and ATR; and two in Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso: DLR Falcon and Geophysica M55) made
comprehensive chemical measurements from the boundary
layer to the lower stratosphere (around 50 hPa), from 2◦ N
to 20◦ N, and between 6◦ W and 6◦ E. The aircraft were
equipped with instruments to make measurements of ozone
(O3 ), many of its precursor species (e.g. carbon monoxide
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2569–2595, 2008

February 2006). Other measurements in Central and Southern Africa have also focussed on the dry season when there
is widespread biomass burning (Andreae et al., 1992; Cros et
al., 1992; Delmas et al., 1999; Fontan et al., 1992).
Figure 28 shows the flight tracks of most of the AMMA
2006 monsoon chemistry flights made by the BAe-146, the
DLR Falcon, the French Falcon and the M55 aircraft between
20 July and 21 August plotted as a function of latitude and
altitude and coloured by the O3 concentration. This period
extends from the beginning of the full-developed monsoon
season, covers a high convective phase around the beginning
of August and ends with a weak convective phase near midAugust (Figs. 6 and 22). A number of features evident in
the O3 distribution can be related to the dynamics of the region. There is a general vertical gradient with concentrations
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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declining towards the surface. A sharp gradient is observed
around 100 hPa, with concentrations up to 1700 ppb above
in the lower stratosphere, whilst concentrations in the troposphere rarely exceed 100 ppb.
The exceptions are a number of air masses that were observed between 750 and 550 hPa and between 4◦ N and 8◦ N
which were identified by tracers, such as acetonitrile, as having been impacted by biomass burning. These had been
transported into West Africa in the easterly flow of the southern hemispheric AEJ (see this wind core along 5◦ S on Fig. 4)
and appear to have been impacted by biomass burning which
took place in southern Africa (Mari et al., 2008). Similar features over West Africa have been observed previously in the
MOZAIC vertical profiles over Lagos (Sauvage et al., 2005)
and in ozone sonde data from Cotonou collected as part of
AMMA, and are part of a wider phenomenon observed elsewhere in Africa (Nganga et al., 1996).
The variability in O3 in the upper troposphere is associated
with the deep convection within the ITCZ, lifting O3 poor air
from near the surface to higher altitudes. Subsidence associated with this convection will transport O3 rich air to lower
altitudes. The deep convective events are often associated
with lightning which produces NOx , mostly in the upper troposphere, which may lead to O3 production.
The most noticeable gradient in the lower troposphere is a
latitudinal one, with lower concentrations to the south and
a sharp gradient around 13◦ N–14◦ N. The ITD is located
closer to 20◦ N (Fig. 3) so the reason for the pattern in the
O3 does not appear to be simply a function of the south westerly monsoon air being lower in O3 than the north easterly
Harmattan. There is, however, a strong vegetation gradient
around 12◦ N–13◦ N (Fig. 24), with substantial tree cover to
the south and bare soil and scrubland to the north. The lower
O3 to the south is therefore likely to be at least partly due to
rapid deposition to trees (Cros et al., 2000). Biogenic emissions of ozone precursors (e.g. isoprene from trees and NOx
from soils) will also be effected by the latitudinal vegetation
and soil moisture gradients (Fig. 24).
The ozone budget is being examined in detail through the
AMMA programme, using the comprehensive observational
data set, chemical box models, and chemical transport models and will be the subject of further papers.

8

Conclusion

The 2006 African summer monsoon was characterized by
near-normal convective activity except for a large-scale rainfall excess north of 15◦ N. The dynamical monsoon onset occurred around 25 June (near the mean date) with a transition
period characterized by an overall weakening of convection
over West Africa which lasted approximately from 25 June to
10 July. Convection began to increase significantly over the
Sahel from the 5 July, that is with about a 10-day delay with
respect to the mean. It is suggested here that this delay may
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2569/2008/
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be explained either by local air-sea interactions in the Gulf
of Guinea (the equatorial upwelling developed with a 10–15day lag in 2006 compared to 2005) or by a remote forcing
due to the occurrence of an MJO-type event in the tropical
latitudes (inducing a Kelvin wave type atmospheric teleconnection). The monsoon winds were weaker than the mean in
June and increased after to produce stronger westerly inflow
of moisture in August and September. The AEJ was stronger
than the mean from June to August, and the TEJ was weaker
in June and stronger in August and September. At the synoptic time scale, twenty-seven African easterly waves were
detected and highest activity occurred in August–September.
Seven of the AEWs were associated with tropical cyclones
in the Atlantic. The activity of equatorial Kelvin waves was
high in June. Nine events of dry extra-tropical air intrusions
also occurred during the season that appeared to be modulated at two main time scales, the synoptic (by AEWs) and
intra-seasonal (10–20 days and 40–50 days) scales. The delay of the monsoon convective activity had big impacts on
continental hydrology and vegetation dynamics. The timing
of Niger River discharge had a mean delay of one month but
the 2006 discharge caught up with the 2005 value by midAugust. Similarly the late 2006 monsoon arrival led to negative soil moisture anomalies over the Sahel from April to
mid-July but this was followed by strong positive anomalies in August–September, inducing similar vegetation cover
anomalies and large changes in the surface energy budget.
The mineral dust content in the Sahelian belt, the main contributor to the AOTs, is among the highest in the world. In
2006 the monthly AOTs followed a seasonal cycle similar to
the mean, except for higher values in June, and a decrease
shifted later in the wet season revealing a later inhibition of
local dust emission due to late vegetation development. Finally the O3 distribution is closely related to the dynamics of
the region, in particular deep convection lifting O3 deficient
air from near the surface to the upper troposphere, as well
as the surface characteristics (soil moisture and vegetation)
which influence biogenic emissions. Tracers from biomass
burning which took place in southern Africa were also detected in the mid-levels of the troposphere between 4◦ N and
8◦ N.
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